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1. Introduction 

The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) is a statutory body 

constituted under the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008 vide 

Gazette Notification dated 5th December 2008. AERA was established by the 

Government, to create a level playing field and foster healthy competition among major 

airports, to encourage investment in airport facilities, to regulate tariffs for aeronautical 

services etc. 

('jp,vplnrlml"'nt fees in respect of major airports; • to determine the amou 

2. Functions of AERA 

• to determine the tariff fqrtMI~>~l?r(~h&IWtical 

• to determine the arnount.of.thepassenqers service fee levied under rule 88 of 

the Aircraft Rules, 1937.made under-the Aircraft Act, 1934 (22 of 1934); 

to monitor the set perf9r~~~se sta20ards relating to quality, continuity and 

reliability of service asm~y b~ spe2hied by the Central Government or any 

authority authorized by it in this behalf. 

• 

3. Back Ground 

in accordance with the provisions contained in Section 13 of Airports Economic 

Regulatory Authority oflhdia Act (AERA Act); 2008, the Authority determined 

aeronautical tariff~.~fJaYPr§k~Sh N~r~~;h Int~rh~tlonl[~J~~ort (PAT), Patna, for the 

first Control Period·>i.~ 01042018 t~ ·~1032D2;vide'O~d~rNo. 13/2019-20 dated 

24.10.2019 

3.1 As detailed in Tapfe60 pftheabove said order, th~ Authority 

determined RS.368.15 crores as the total discounted Aggregate Revenue Requirement 

(ARR) as per Regulatory Building Blocks for the entire period of 1st Control Period Fuel 

Throughput Charge (FTC) was one of the components to achieve this revenue 

requirement along with other revenues from aeronautical services such as Landing, 

Parking & Housing, UDF, etc. 
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3.2 The Fuel Throughput charges considered as part of ARR by the Authority as per 

the above Tariff Order is given in table -1 below: 

Table - 1 

Charges per KL 
(in Rs) 

Revenue 

(Rs. in 

FY 2020·21FY 2019-20 15.01.2020 
to 
31.03.2020 

17170/KL17170/KL 

1.100.80 

FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 

171.70/KL 171.701 KL 
-----_.. -----~~ 

120 150 

4. Ministry of Civil AViatioA/.;vj~~'letterno.AV 13030/216/20 16-ER (Pt2) dated 

08.01.2020 decided to discontiriu~/t~'~:T~~~ of Airport Operator Charge or Fuel 

Throughput Charge in any manifest~.tioD at'allairports. Para 4 of the said letter reads as 

under 

"Keeping in view all aspec;~~:()f thE; maHer, in light of the need to uphold 

afford ability and sustainabilityof";li[ PCl??,~Qger and air cargo transportation as per 

the National Civil Aviation P6Ii~y2016,i(h~s been decided as follows: 

(i) Levy	 of airport operator charge or fuel throughput charge in any 

manifestation shall be discontinued at all airports, airstrips and heliports 

across India with immediate effect. 

(ii)	 AERA/ Ministry ()fCivil Av{ation, cfJ§8lnay be, should take into 

accou~trth~ ambon'tin thisrJV6tJ7ue anggu'ly compensate the Airport 

Operator/ '. AAI by suitably" recalibrating other tariffs during their 

determinations airport tariffs." 

all 'major' airports to implement the aforesaid MoCA letter with immediate effect AERA, 

also advised the Airport Operators to submit their proposal for compensation, if any, due 

to discontinuation of Fuel Throughput Charges (FTC) for consideration of the Authority 

6. Accordingly, AAI vide letter no. AAI/CHQ/AERAIFTC/2020 dated 23.032020 

informed that levy of FTC at Jay Prakash Narayan International Airport (PAT), Patna, 

has been discontinued w.e.f. 15.01.2020, and, further, the expected revenue loss of 
"_ ..~.~ ,,-,~ .. -'-'-.""~,, '. ",. 
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Rs.2.69 crores (at NPV) on account of discontinuation of FTC at Jay Prakash Narayan 

International Airport (PAT), Patna, for the period from 1501.2020 to 31032023 AAI 

proposed to recover the expected revenue loss in the form of increased UDF charges. 

The shortfall in revenue from 15.01.2020 to 31.03.2023 calculated by AAI is given in 

table-2 below: 

Table - 2 Shortfall in FTC Revenue as calculated by AAI 

Period for which Loss of FTC .2020 FY 2020-21 to 
claimed by AAI FY 2022-23 

FTC Revenue Projections 380
 
as per AERA Tariff Order (Rs in \-.'):/1·<::;;::'1
 

i" ,'·+S,:,+ .s. 
PV factor o 77/067/0.59 
FTC Revenue Projections (at NPV) 

Total 
loss 

claimed by 
AAI 

397 

2.69 

6.1 AAI has requested AERAtQ(';onsidE;[c?!Jowing compensation for loss of FTC in 

the form of increase in UDF ChargeS.,as.ReUal::>l~.-3 below. 

Table - 3 Increase in UDF per Pax as Proposed by AAI 

FTC Compensation claimed by AAI for 
period up to FY 2020-23 (at NPV) 
(Rs. In Crores) 

No. of DE:pa~.tiQg P~x'~$perT9riff 

Order [50% ?,f :totalyaYfi9 projeftiorjs for 
period FY 2020-21 ,FY 2021-22 
& FY 2022-23] 

Increase in UDF pel'!;J,3x.t.'JfC1POSE§.Ijbv 
AAI 

Existing Rates of UOF
 
as per AERA Tariff Order
 

DOM INTL 

204 204 

269(A) 

10828420(B) 

Rs. 2/ approx 

Revision in UDF Rates 
proposed by AAI 

DOM INTL 

206 206 
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Authority's Examination 

7. The Authority has carefully examined the proposal of AAI in reference to the 

letter No. AV.13030/216/ 2016-ER (Pt2) dated 08.01.2020 issued by MoCA 

7.1 The Authority as per Order No.13/2019-20 had expected that AAI would generate 

revenue from Landing and FTC during the first control period as detailed below: 

Table - 4 Projected Revenue from Landing I FTC as per Tariff Order 

Revenue from 
Landing Charges 

Revenue from FTC 

FY 201 FY 2020-21 
T1 T3 

39220.6 

0.60 1.10 

(Rs. in crores) 

FY 2021-22 
T4 

FY 2022-23 
Ts 

48.0 

1.20 

59.0 

1.50 

7.2 The Authority observed that the tariff for Jay Prakash l\Jarayan International 

Airport (PAT), Patna, had been det~rrlJiD~dtlJpto 31.03.2023 i.e. the 1st Control Period 

(01.042018 to 31.03.2023) of WhidJr:tlnE';3rdWhiff year FY 2020-21(T3) is in progress 

Therefore, the expected shortfall in revenue from FTC may not be more than the FTC 

revenue projected for FY 2019-20 (pro rata for 2.5 months), FY 2020-21 to FY 2022-23 

as per the AERA Tariff Order l\Jo.13/2019-20. 

Further, the Authority observed that, AAI, in itsPrgposal had calculated the shortfall in 

FTC revenuesby\;>t~king;thebase;year' asFY201,8-19 8for calculating the NPV 

(considering disc~~AAtiAgrate<aS14°/6f ~)ng ha\;eC~lcLJI~t~;& fbtal expected shortfall as 

Rs2.69 crores for the period from 15.01.2020 to 31.03.2023 as may be seen at 

Table-2 above. 

However, as the sho 01.2020 to 31.032020) and 

FY2020-21 is being compensated in FY 2020-21, which is already in progress, the 

Authority, in its calculation considered FY 2020-21 as base year for NPV purpose. Thus, 

the Authority calculated the expected total shortfall in revenue from FTC / ARR to be 

RS.3.50 crores for the period from 15.01.2020 to 31.03.2023 which is 3% of expected 

revenue from Landing Charges for the same period as shown in table- 5 below. 
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Table-5 Calculation of Increase in Landing Charges Proposed by Authority in CP 

Landing / FTC revenue as per 
FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 Total 

Tariff Order No 13/2019-20 
T3 T4 T 5 

from Landing Charges A 3920 48.00 59.00 146.20 

Revenue from FTC 1.27 120 1.50 3.97 

(inc! 2.5 months pro rata rev for FY19-20) B 

PV factor 088 077 

Revenue from Landing Charges 42.11 45.40 126.7 

Revenue from FTC (i.e Shortfall) NPV) 1.05 1.15 3.50 

Increase in Landing Charges proposed 

Authority (in%age) 3% 

73 The Authority observed abolished FTC, was one of the 

components of operational Airlines, charged to them by the Oil 

suppliers (OMCs) as a pass th ..' .... . by adding it to the cost of fuel (ATF) The 

Airport Operators were chargingFTG to the Oil suppliers as 'royalty', in addition to Land 

Rent. 

Therefore, in effect, abolishing FTc,.: Is expected to directly result in a reduction in the 

cost of ATF to the Airlines, to that extent, besides also avoiding the cascading effect of 

taxes, and, thus serves to monetarily benefit the Airlines. Any compensation, therefore, 

should be recovered from the Airlines. In view of this, the Authority, is not inclined to 

pass on the burden of compensation to the passengers in the form of increased UDF 

charges. 
:: . 

Accordingly, the AuthOJity prbP8;s§d;tb;:26rtlP~n~ate{'hi§ FTC revenues to the 

Airport Operator (AAI) by increasing the Landing Charges by 3% as Revised Landing 

Charges from 0107.202~t; 3t'03:02;iWt:1JCh.Sh~11 be trued up while determining 

tariffs of Jay Prakash N?rayan Internatior:.,al·AirpQrt:fPAT), Patna, for the 2nd Control
,;:,,<,.~ '",;",,_,,' < .>< _.,,',: _',' '<.,.-~?_ ,"'_,':: ,.-, _ x c .... ,-; 

Period. 

8. Therefore, the Authority, having examined the submissions made by AAI issued 

the Consultation Paper NO.19/2020-21 dated 15.06.2020 proposing the following for 

Stakeholder Consultation: 

(i)	 The Authority proposes to increase Landing Charges by increasing the existing 

rates by 3% in each of the tariff years FY 2020-21, FY2021-22 & FY2022-23 at 

Jay Prakash Narayan International Airport (PAJ),patna, i.e. for the period w.e.f. 

0 
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01.072020 to 31.03.2023 or till the determination of aeronautical charges for the 

2nd Control Period, to recover the shortfall in FTC Revenues of RS.3.50 crores. 

(ii)	 To true up revenue based on actuals while determining tariff for 2nd Control 

Period. 

9. STAKEHOLDER'S COMMENTS 

In response to the Consultation Paper, the comments have been received from 

the following stakeholders: 

Airports Authority of India (AAI) ••.. .' ••.. . 

AAI in its comments has sUbmitt:~9ith~ti:fr}~:{7~~ding revenue for FY 2020-21 may be 

taken proportionate to recovery pe.riO?~::.~{~Oriths instead of 12 months which comes 

to RS.29.40 crores (Rs39.20*9/12·). ~I::·h~:s!.however, accepted the calculation of the 

Authority for FY 2021-22 & 22-23' #AI' ti'~~ thus calculated the revenue from landing 
, - ~ '.' ,-- .'- '"" .. " , _.. .. - :' ' , 

charges for balance control periqdtO.beRs.116. 90 erores (29.40+42.11 +45.40) (refer 

table-S), and, have therefore, requ~sJedtoconsider allowing an increase of 3% in 

Landing Charges to compensate th~·js~offfallbfRs.350crores in FTC Revenues 

Federation of Indian Airlines (FIA) 

FIA has stated that AERA and/or MoCA should not implement an increase of airport 

charges/tariff, of any nature whatsoever, due to the adverse financial impact on the 

airlines experienced in the wake of Coronavirus (COVI D-19) outbreak. However, without 

prejudice to the ~b~;~" in !f1e'~\jentitlsfropos~dt;:comp~n~ate AAI airport by way of 

increase in airport,;chargesltt'1efolloYVingn~~y be ti:;1k'~n int9~orsideration: 
, ',- ..... "" -z.'" ',",- ",- '. ',' .. ',.... .'" .. -".,," ",- .. ','.. -C'.:, 

I) Recalibration of tariffto be do~e duringt~riff d~ter~inatibg Jnder 2nd Control Period 

The MoCA letter states thafAERA.shbuld!take into account the amount of FTC revenue 

stream and "duly compe~S?~;~the'·Air~or~:i6~~;atq~·I·A.,A1 by suitably recalibrating other 

tariffs during their determination of airport tariffs." 

FIA has pointed out that the above direction by MoCA and more particularly the words 

'determination of airport tariffs', clearly indicates that the intent and direction of MoCA is 

to adjust or amend tariff and to take into account the loss of FTC revenue for each 

airport, durinq the process of regular tariff determination at the beginning of the 

respective 'Control Period' of the AAI airports. Therefore, considering that the 

concerned AAI airports in the present Consultation Paper is in the third year of its 
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'Control Period' (1 st ), any recalibration or adjustment due for the tariff determination 

should take place, only during the next Control Period (2nd) in regular course of tariff 

determination. 

II) Revision of User Development Fee (UDF) as per AAI Proposal 

FIA has urged AERA to reconsider UDF as a tariff head to be recalibrated, to provide 

compensation to AAI Airports citing that AAI in its proposal has asked for increased 

UDF towards compensation in lieu of~J<::;.fIA has further pointed out that the Authority 

has proposed an increase in UDFc¥t'the~irports at Vishakhapatnam, Goa and Pune, 

while its express intent as per thec0rrent8cop~salis not to burden the passengers with 

increased UDF. "A 
>'.' ~ 

; 

FIA has suggested that as an ~lt~r'lc\{atlJ~,;;;the Authority, may consider allowing a 

balanced increase of tariff (for con,ce;m;d'~I;AirportS), being spread equally over pass 

through charges (UOF) alongwithcharge~directly billed to airlines like Landing, 

Parking or Housing Charges, durinqthe 2 11dControi Period. 

III) Stakeholders' Consultation Meeting 

FIA has submitted that AERA has not conducted any Stakeholders' meeting in relation 

to the Consultation Paper. 

10. PUBLIC NOTICE 

The comments recefJ~B.fromFlf\& I-'o.I-'1IVVPfP UIJlo(3dE~d on AERA's website vide 

Public Notice No·;.O~12020-21'.d21tedO~i67;2020: 

11. AAI's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDERS' COMMENTS: 

AAI has not given any cq~;~~nt~,b~:Wev~'r,:they have reiterated their proposal 

for increase In U0 C6rnp\?n~~t,grl ihil i$u of expected revenue loss 

due to discontinuation of FTC. On the comments of FIA regarding re-calibration or 

adjustment of tariff in the next Control Period, AAI have submitted that the suggestion 

may not be agreed to as AAI will not be able to recover the loss in the current Control 

Period. 
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12.	 AUTHORITY's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDER'S COMMENTS 

12.1	 The Authority carefully examined the comments of stakeholders and is of the 

view that AERA had considered FTC as one of the aeronautical charges to 

recover the target revenue determined for 1st Control Period i.e. 01.04.2018 to 

3103.2023. The discontinuation of FTC from 1501.2020 has created gap in 

actual revenue vis-a-vis the target revenue as per tariff order. The present crisis 

due to COV10-19 outbreak has affected all the stakeholders across aviation 

industry and this may further r~~UG'$ the recovery of ARR. Hence, any delay in 

implementation of this Order is rlotappropriate in view of fund required by the 

Airport Operator for the capital in progress and day to day operation 

at these airports. 

.12.2	 FTC was a part of fuel frrr!:':1irlirii:>c: and abolition of FTC and consequent 

avoidance of cascading has direct benefit for airlines. Even if the 

Airlines has to pay additional landing charges equal to the amount of oil 

throughput charges, theystillbenefit.t~some extent from the savings on account 

ofTaxes. Hence, the Authotify;: db~S not feel it will be appropriate to charge the 

passenger and pass on tHeentlreisaViriQjbenefit to the Airlines. 

The Airlines ticket pricing depends on strategy/policy adopted by Airlines to 

further their business, and, the elements/costing of the airline ticket price is not 

fully known. The Authority feels that charging of additional landing charges in lieu 

of FTC should not ir:ppact ticket pricing as t~e Airlines must have considered the 

impact ofPtC~mdunJ inthepnGing-·poliG)lbefore?'l$~abolishment.Moreover, the 

Authority feels'fhattheAirlinesshalleven then have allthe freedom to pass on 

the additional landing charges to the passenger, if they so wish. 

12.3	 To clarify the commerlt? raisedbyF Enclaves of Goa, Pune, Vizag, 

the Landing Charges accrue-to Defence Authorities and not to the AAI,As there 

were no scope to compensate AAI through Landing charges the Authority, 

therefore, decided to compensate the loss of FTC revenue through UOF. The 

same has been adequately explained in the Order for respective airports. 

Further, itis reiterated that as per established principles, the Authority, ensures a 

balanced mix of the aeronautical charges (LP&H, UOF, etc.) during regular 

determination of tariff, however, this particular instance is a 'one off exercise.' 
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124	 Regarding FIA's suggestion for holding stakeholders meeting the Authority 

decides not to conduct the same in view of following: 

a)	 The Authority observed that MoCA has conducted numerous rounds of 

stakeholder's consultations and considered the deliberations of two industry 

working groups representing Airline Operators, Airport Operators, Fuel 

Infrastructure Facility Providers, Oil Marketing Companies etc. before 

abolishing the FTC. 

b)	 The Authority is notCQ·hsiderihg>any.new revenue to the Airport Operator in 

addition to alreadYdeter~hed:~JRR vide Order No. 13/2019-20 dated 

24.10.2019 whereinael"Onautical ;·;tariffs were finalized after extensive 

Stakeholders consultaii1i~L~YM~~~;~?The aeronautical tariffs were finalized 

after duly considering th~ d~b~s\hbSidY from non-aeronautical revenue. 

c)'	 Abolition of FTC, which directly benefits the airlines as they can avail input tax 

credit, necessitates re¢~ljprati().tJ.Qf;other tariffs to compensate/ cover the 

shortfall in ARR of the }\i~pottQper9t()J 
' .. ',' <, ~ .' ,'" ',., ..' "', > 

d)	 The Authority, by inviting detailed comments, had given an opportunity to all 

the Stakeholders to express their views on the Consultation Paper. 

12.5	 Regarding the comments of AAI, it is stated that the Proposal in the Consultation 

Paper wasputforward'atter taking into aCcolJr;1t the likely loss due to abolishment 

of FTC a~·d.pr6J:ct~d!~andil]9; ~:e~~n~i~JHing :;~;~~~rl~e period of the Control 

Period (As per tariff order). 

126	 The Authority, noted..:.that, :Wherea9:Af\I., ha9accepted the increase in Landing 

Charges as propo~*~I:nthf0&~s~;ltati8n F?~k~}>J.ro. FY 2021-22 & FY 2022-23, 

however, in respect of FY 2b20~21, AAI h~s pointed out that the revenue from 

Landing Charges has been taken for the full year i.e. 12 months of FY2020-21 for 

calculation of increase in rates instead of 9 months (ie. residual period of 

FY2020-21 wef. 01 07.2020 to 31032021). 

12 7	 Here, the Authority notes that the Air Services were closed for almost 3 months 

due to the outbreak of Pandemic COVI0-19. However, it is also noted that AAI 

has considered the loss of revenue from FTC for the full year FY 2020-21 instead 

of 9 months, whereas the amount of loss on account of FTC should also be lower 
. " 
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due to closure of AIR services during the 3 months period. Therefore, if both the 

landing charges as well as loss from FTC is considered for 9 months period, in 

FY 2020-21, then the increase in rates will be almost the same as projected by 

the Authority in the Consultation Paper 

12.8	 Notwithstanding, the above, it is also stated that. the present crisis due to 

pandemic outbreak has affected the aviation industry, and, the Authority, is not in 

a position to rnake any estimatE;\.(E;g~rding Landing Charge that will be collected 

by AAI during FY 2020-2.1 or the loss dLJe)o abolition of FTC, till a clear picture 

regarding future operation! of Airport/Airlines emerges, and, 

ultimately there may be in both the revenue from Landing 

Charge as well as loss of by the Authority for the ongoing control 

period 

So the present proposai-of.increaseiri.rates is more ad hoc in nature, to provide 

immediate relief, and, accordingly, the Authority also decides to true up this 

aspect of revenue considertrfgtime\/aIUeof money while determining tariff for the 

next i.e. the 2nd Control Periodf) 

The Authority, therefore, taking into consideration the above, decides to increase 

the existing Landing Charges at Jay Prakash Narayan International Airport 

(PAT), Patna, by 3% for the remaining 1stControl Period to recover the loss on 

account FTC/ARR Revenues expected during the balance period of First Control 

Period. 

ORDER 

Upon careful consideration of rnatecialavailable on record, the Authority, in exercise of 

powers conferred by sectl6n13(1&(~):Of tBeA'ERAA~t, 2008 hereby orders that: 
~,' ::'>,'. /':,'-\':::,,-;': -'::-:,:'- -'<":":-?:_,~ 

(i)	 The Authority has decided td allc3WAAIfo revise Landing Charges by 

increasing the existing rates by 3% in each of the tariff years 

FY 2020-21, FY 2021-22 & FY 2022-23 at Jay Prakash Narayan 

International Airport (PAT), Patna, i.e. for the period w.e.f. 15.07.2020 to 

2nd 31.032023, or, till the determination of aeronautical charges for the 

Control Period, to recover the shortfall in FTC Revenues of RS.3.50 crores 

in lieu of abolition of FTC. The Revised Landing Charges approved by the,._-._....
Authority is annexed as "Annexure I"; /.;:~'>;.~~..".'.
 

l#/' ,. 
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(ii) To true up the Revenue based on Actuals while determining tariff of 

Jay Prakash Narayan International Airport (PAT), Patna, for the 21ld Control 

Period; 

(III) The Revised Landing Charges will be applicable w.e.f. 15.07.2020. 

By the Order and in the name of the Authority 

~ 
(Ram Krishan) 

Director (Policy & Statistics) 
To, 
Airports Authority of India, 
Rajiv Gandhi Bhavan, 
Safdarjung Airport, 
New Delhi -110003. 

Copy to: Secretary, Ministry of Ra]iv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport 
New Delhi-11 0003. 
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Annexure I 

Jay Prakash Narayan International Airport (PAT), Patna 

Revised Landing Charges Approved by AERA to be applicable for the period from 
15.07.2020 to 31.03.2023. 

Note: Tariff for International Operations, if any, during the 1st Control Period, will be
 
same as applicable to Domestic Operations.
 

Existing Rate per Landing Domestic perQrderno.13/2019-20 dated 24.10.2019 
I 

, Weight of the 
I Aircraft 

I LJpto 25 MT 
! 

I Above 2S·IVlTl.lp 
to 50 MT 

100 MT to 
200 MT 

Above 200 MT 

.... ... ....•: .. 
. .Fyi021-22FY 2020~21 

166 Per MT 

118~8+346 per MT in 
excess of 50 I\I1T 

28080+406 perl\l1}}ill>3$'393+4i2per MTin 
excess of 100 MT . . excess of 100 MT 

68640+458 per 
excess of 200 MT 

71386+476 per I\I1T in 
excess of 200 MT 

I FY202'2-23 

180 Per MT 

4499+315 per MT in 
excess of 25 MT 

12374+360 per MT in 
excess of 50 MT 

30371 +439 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

74241 +495 per MT in 
excess of 200 MT 

AERA Approved Revised Rate per Landing - Domestic - w.e.f. 15.07 2020 

1\fV~ight~fthe 

1~~~~a~~MT 

hb~~~;5M'(up
 
r---··---··--·--,····-···-···,·, 
! Above 50 MT up 
i to 100 

!Above 100 MTfo 
i 200 MT 

I AboveiOO MT 

I 

e~~:~: 3~~tr~~: :n. \;.:~~;~: ?f~~T in 
__.-.....:.;~ _~:";~_.+c ··;,.~--~.:·7·-----_· 

11775-t;343p'l;;r IVlT in ••..• 12250.+$56 per MT in 
excess of 50MT . excess of 50 MT 

28925+418 per MT ill 
excess of 100 MT 

70725+472 per MT ill 

Iex~~ss of 200 MT 

30050+435 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

I FY 2022-23 

1185 Per MT 

I-e~~~~: 3~i~e~~T in 
..1 __.__ ..__ . 

112725+371 per MT in 
i excess of 50 MT 

131275+452 per MT in 
I excess of 100 MT 

73550+490 per MT in;r'76475+510 per MT in 

excess of 200 MT I excess of 200 MT 

Note: All the above Charges are excluding of GST. GST at the applicable rates are payable in 
addition to above charges 
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II) Fuel Throughput Charges for the period from 01.04.2020 to 31.03.2023 

Abolished by MaCA 
w.e.f. 15.01.2020 

Throughput INR per KL 'NIL' 
Charges 

Note: All other charges, and,' .te.rms & conditions, as determined vide 
AERA Order No.13/2019-20daKeet';24.JO,2019 shall remain applicable. 
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